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Foreword

Ensuring young people have the skills needed to access good jobs and careers is vital for social
mobility. In recent decades, the focus of politicians and policymakers has been on increasing places
at university. Higher education remains a vital pathway to opportunity, and will continue to be so. But
with higher tuition fees, a tough graduate jobs market and employer demand for workplace skills,
there is growing interest in alternatives.
This was the focus of the Higher Ambitions summit, organised by the Sutton Trust in partnership
with Pearson, in July. We heard from politicians – including the Opposition Leader Ed Miliband, who
unveiled proposals for 'technical degree' courses and the Skills Minister, Matthew Hancock, who
highlighted a change in focus on apprenticeships towards higher level qualifications. We learnt what
happens in Germany, Switzerland and Australia from our international guests, and had the benefit of
the wisdom of Andreas Schleicher, Alison Wolf, Ben Page, Ian Walsh and Michael Barber.
Our lively panel discussions and breakout decisions brought teachers, apprentices and policymakers
together to share ideas and stimulate debate.
In organising the summit, both our organisations are seeing a new focus. The Sutton Trust, which
helps thousands of young people get into leading universities each year, is considering broadening
its scope to improve mobility through higher level apprenticeships. Pearson is strengthening its
BTECs as it reforms its qualifications to world-class standards, drawing on the experiences of the
world's leading vocational systems and bringing in expertise from leading reformers and academics
from around the world.
What we share is a recognition that if we are to be competitive in the UK, we must ensure that young
people who want good quality apprenticeships or vocational courses should have opportunities as
demanding and as rewarding as those taken for granted in other European countries. Progress has
been made, but two-thirds of apprenticeships for young people are still only at level 2 (GCSE)
standard.
At the summit, delegates stressed the importance of political consensus on a way forward, as well
as changing the culture, status and perception of apprenticeships and vocational educations. There
was also agreement that employers need to be more engaged in designing assessment and that
simpler and fewer qualifications would help. The importance of a strong and independent career
service was also seen as vital.
We are very grateful to all those who spoke and who took part in our summit, and in particular to Ian
Nash and Sue Jones for their work on this report. We hope it will help increase the range of options
available to young people in the future and ultimately improve their outcomes in the world of work.
David Hall (acting chair of Sutton Trust) & Rod Bristow (President of UK & Core Markets, Pearson)
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Introduction
Introduction

Audience members at the Higher Ambitions Summit

The Sutton Trust and Pearson two-day summit
on higher ambitions in apprenticeships and
vocational education drew more than 120
leaders in education, training and employment,
policy makers, academics and researchers to
London. Delegates heard from political leaders
stressing the importance they attach to highquality apprenticeships. Ed Miliband, Leader of
the Opposition, spoke of plans for technical
degrees created jointly by business and
universities – on a par with academic BA
honours degrees – to extend opportunities for
apprentices and vocational students. Matthew
Hancock, the then Minister for Skills and
Enterprise, said current government reforms
saw apprenticeships “as a ladder of
opportunity with many rungs to the top that
anyone can climb”.

qualifications often of little value beyond the
college or workplace where they were gained.

Opening the Summit, David Hall, Acting
Chairman of the Sutton Trust, said one of the
aims was to build on the Trust’s report from
last year, Real Apprenticeships, which
compared approaches to apprenticeships and
vocational education in the UK and abroad.
There is renewed interest among young
people in apprenticeships, with a recent Ipsos
MORI poll showing 50% or young people
would choose them over university if the job
was right. But there are too few
apprenticeships at advanced and higher
levels.

Presentations
throughout
the
Summit
highlighted the importance of high quality
qualifications, designed jointly by education
and industry, which are practical and
respected by parents, pupils, teachers and
employers. This needed support from
independent information, advice and guidance
services offering impartial advice to help
school leavers make rational career choices.
The summit heard how, without effective good
quality
apprenticeships,
UK
economic
recovery could not be sustained.

“Growth in apprenticeships has been a
numbers game for successive governments”,
he said, which led to an excess of low-quality
schemes. There is a perception they are
second best, reinforced by the proliferation of

Rod Bristow, President of UK & Core Markets
at Pearson, said: “After world class teaching,
world class vocational education is the most
important issue in education today. BTECs
bridge the divide between thinking and doing,
and real work experience is integral to the
BTEC experience.” Nearly a quarter people
that go to university now have a BTEC under
their belt but even more people are needed
with the ability to apply knowledge in the real
world as well as the ability to read about it –
industry needs technicians. The UK must learn
from the best; for example, in Singapore there
are bridges and ladders between the
vocational and the academic.

Most of all, the Summit showed how a new era
of stability, without the constant chopping and
changing of policy with each new government,
is needed in order to allow the good
apprenticeships and vocational education
programmes on which the UK depends to
flourish.
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Higher Ambitions Summit – 8 Policy Ideas
Throughout the Summit, delegates identified a number of key points drawn from the two days of discussion
for improving vocational education and apprenticeships in the UK. They were:
1. Political consensus
There is an urgent requirement to achieve longer-term planning and strategy that everyone
can buy into across the political divide. We need clarity, consistency and consensus over 10 to
15 years, ending the sudden changes that come with every change of Government.
2. A strong and independent careers service
We need an information, advice and guidance service that does not rely on school teachers to
communicate options available to young people and ensures that career choice is based on
rational judgment. Such a service would be based in careers centres, supported by all
stakeholders including schools, colleges, parents and employers and staffed by professionals
who understand the needs of employers, further and higher education and the youngsters
seeking careers.
3. Simplify qualifications
We need further simplification of the qualifications model; the thousands of options have to be
narrowed down and presented in a clear way. Those that survive any cull must have rigour,
the transferability (good steps, ladders and bridges) required to bridge the vocationalacademic divide and retain the confidence of parents, pupils, teachers and employers.
4. Employer-led qualifications
Employers must play a more active role in qualification design and quality assessment at all
stages, whether the courses leading to them are in school, college or the workplace. It is also
important to engage with employers to reduce the number of qualifications.
5. Recruit small businesses
Small to medium enterprises (SMEs) need support in order to collaborate and participate in the
design and take-up of apprenticeships alongside the bigger corporations.
6. Change culture, status and perception
We need a campaign, a strategy, to change the perception and status of apprenticeships and
vocational education aimed especially at parents and others who influence choice.
Qualification reform is starting to have an effect but, as evidence in Switzerland and Singapore
shows, where the vocational route commands low status, concerted marketing campaigns are
required in order to counter these perceptions.
7. Empower professional intermediaries
We need an intermediary agency for training to get employer engagement. It should be run by
bodies which are already in place, such as the Guilds, professional associations, Chambers of
Commerce or Sector Skills Councils and should give information and explain and help
establish apprenticeships. Government subsidies should be routed through intermediaries, not
directly to companies. The function will be to pro-actively seek out and help companies,
helping explain the benefits of establishing apprenticeships, traineeships and internships.
8. Create incentive for schools to offer work experience
Give incentives to schools to enlarge work experience and publish indicators such as schoolleaver destination data, the connection a school has with local, regional and national industry
and wider achievements beyond qualification attained. Such data should include evidence of
issues such as how much work experience they offer to all pupils.
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Background
Apprenticeships in Britain were once the route
through which many young people developed
a trade and a profession. They were one of the
main routes into adulthood and a rewarding
career. Such apprenticeships still exist. But,
despite a recent re-emphasis on the
importance of their quality, there remain far too
few.
There are several reasons why this has
happened:
• There has been a recent growth in access to
university, but there has been far less attention
given to the 50% of young people who will not
enter higher education or those for whom a
degree-level apprenticeship might be a better
option.
• The growth in apprenticeships has been a
numbers game with successive governments.
This has resulted in rebranding youth training
programmes as apprenticeships and, more
recently, the launch of the Train to Gain
programme. Only recently, since the Richard
Review, has there been a stronger push on
advanced and higher apprenticeships.
• Attitudes to apprenticeships and vocational
education have suffered from a perception that
they are second best, in part exacerbated by
the relative lack of advanced and higher
apprenticeships. Polling for this summit shows
that parents are significantly more likely to
encourage their child/children to consider a
university
degree
(56%)
than
an
apprenticeship (40%). Just under two thirds
(63%) of adults aged 16-75 in England believe
that apprenticeships should be designed to
meet A-level standard or higher.

Chart 1: Which of the following do you think
would be better for somebody’s future career
prospects, a university degree or a degree level
apprenticeship?

• Employers have not yet engaged enough
with apprenticeship provision. Less than one in
five employers takes on an apprentice in
Britain compared with one in two in Germany.
Attempts to engage employers have resulted
in a profusion of qualifications, often of limited
value beyond the workplace or college where
they were created. And there is a real cost to
the economy and business in not investing in
apprenticeships and improved skills.
Polling for this summit shows that there is
demand from young people for more
apprenticeships and that there is recognition
among the wider population of the potential
benefits of more advanced and higher
apprenticeships. Key findings from the Ipsos
12
3
MORI and NFER polling include:
• 34% of adults in England aged 16-75 say a
degree-level apprenticeship would be better
for somebody’s future career prospects than a
university degree, compared to 21% who think
a traditional degree would be better (Chart 1).
• Just under two thirds (63%) of adults in
England believe that most apprenticeships
should be set at A-level standard (Level 3) or
higher, whereas government data show that
two thirds of apprenticeships started by young
people in 2012/13 were only at GCSE
standard (Level 2).
• 56% of parents say they are likely to
encourage their children to consider a

1

Ipsos MORI surveyed a total of 1,728 adults aged
16-75 in England from 13th – 17th June 2014 via
its Online iOmnibus Survey. The survey data were
weighted by age, gender, region, social grade,
working status and main shopper to the known
profile of the English population aged 16-75. 455
respondents were parents of children aged 0-19.
2
Ipsos MORI surveyed 2,796 young people
between February and April 2014, as a part of
their Young People Omnibus Survey. Interviewing
was conducted via self-completion questionnaires
which were completed in school during a single
classroom session. The survey data were weighted
by gender, age and region to the known profile of
pupils aged 11-16 in England and Wales
3
NFER Teacher Voice omnibus survey, March 2014
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university degree, while only 40% would
encourage
them
to
consider
an
apprenticeship.

including teamworking, communication and
presentation skills.

• More than half (55%) of young people aged
11-16 say they would be interested in an
apprenticeship rather than going to university if
it was available in a job they wanted to do, but
only 31% say that their teachers have ever
discussed the idea of apprenticeships with
them at school.
• Only 26% of teachers think (to a great or
some
extent)
there
are
enough
apprenticeships available at A-level standard
or higher and 65% said they would rarely or
never advise a student to take an
apprenticeship if they had the grades for
university (Chart 2).

Chart 2: Would you advise a high-achieving
student to opt for an apprenticeship if they had
the grades to go to university?

Student at Pearson focus group

Progression to Higher Education from
vocational qualifications
Although many more A-Level students
progress to university than those studying
vocational qualifications, thousands are now
starting degrees having completed BTECs and
other qualifications, often after a period of time
in the workplace. Almost 40% of BTEC
learners are aged 27 or above when they
achieve their degree, compared to only about
10% of A-Level learners, demonstrating the
importance of vocational learning in improving
social mobility and building ladders for second
chance learners.

Student aspirations

Career outcomes for today’s vocational
students

These findings echo the Pearson/Teach First
4
My Education report of 2013, during which
they spoke to over 8,000 teenagers about their
aspirations. The development of a stronger
link between education and employment was a
key finding, indeed the single biggest
motivator to encourage hard work at school
was ‘a desire to achieve future career goals’
(41%) – this out-scored academic success
(28%). Students also agreed that it was
important that they learn transferable skills,

Analysis of Labour Force statistics in a 2013
5
study by London Economics indicates that
university graduates who only studied
vocational qualifications at sixth form or
college were more likely to be in employment
than their peers who had studied purely
academic qualifications like A-Levels. Across
age groups and gender, graduates with
BTECs had an average full-time employment
rate of 80% compared to A-Level only
graduates with a rate of 74%. These figures

5
4

http://uk.pearson.com/myeducation/myeducation-report.html

http://londoneconomics.co.uk/publication/theoutcomes-associated-with-the-btec-route-ofdegree-level-acquisition/
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also showed that graduates who had studied
BTECs at school and college were on a par
with their A-Level only peers in terms of the
jobs they subsequently secured.
6

Research by Britain Thinks for this summit
highlighted in this report provides a more
detailed picture of what young people think
about
apprenticeships
and
vocational
education.

quality’, Switzerland offers seven times as
many high quality apprenticeships for its
population size. Also, only 36% of UK
apprenticeships are 3 years at Level 3 or
higher; this compares poorly with Germany,
which not only has a much higher participation
rate, but also has 90% of its apprentices in
three to four year programmes at Level 3 or
higher.
Their report recommended:

Evidence from
Group

the

Boston

Consulting

Last year’s Boston Consulting Group (BCG)
7
report Real Apprenticeships for the Sutton
Trust highlighted the extent to which countries
like Germany and Switzerland offer young
people three times as many good quality
apprenticeships as England, and argued for an
extra 150-300,000 such apprenticeships to be
launched in England.
The BCG/Sutton Trust research showed that
with many lasting just a single year, too many
apprenticeships for young people are of low
quality and are too short compared with those
in other leading economies where three years
is the norm. Too few employers offer
apprenticeships (less than 20% in the UK
compared with 50-60% in Germany and
Switzerland) and there is too little support for
the creation of high quality dual-track
apprenticeships, combining workplace training
and off-site study.

•

A radical expansion of three-year
apprenticeships, with 300,000 extra
places, and making three years the norm.
Around 10% of apprenticeships could be
for two years in jobs requiring less
training, and some could last four years.

•

A radical expansion of three-year
apprenticeships, with 300,000 extra
places, and making three years the norm.
Around 10% of apprenticeships could be
for two years in jobs requiring less
training, and some could last four years.

•

While large firms could directly employ
apprentices, smaller firms could hire
apprentices
employed
by
training
agencies, encouraging more small firm
participation.

•

New licences to practise in a host of
trades and professions, certifying that
people have the skills needed to do the
job, protecting consumers and boosting
the importance of having completed an
apprenticeship successfully.

•

Wage subsidies through tax breaks or
national insurance contributions for
employers who take on apprentices, to
boost employer engagement. Subsidies
would start at 60% of the average £9,300
cost of hiring an apprentice in the first
year, falling to 20% in the third year. This
subsidy would be reduced for later cohorts
until the system pays for itself after twelve
years.

BCG also highlighted the huge challenge to
match other leading nations: with two-thirds
(64%) of UK apprenticeships judged ‘low
6

BritainThinks was commissioned to undertake
qualitative research in order to provide an insight
into how vocational qualifications are viewed by
students, teachers and parents. Focus groups were
carried out with seven prospective vocational
students and prospective A-Level students aged
14-16, eight parents, and six secondary school
teachers responsible for a range of academic and
vocational subjects. All fieldwork was carried out
between 13th - 20th May 2014.
7
Real Apprenticeships, BCG Research for the
Sutton Trust, October 2013
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Evidence
Survey

from

the

Pearson/CBI

Skills

The 2014 Pearson/CBI skills survey published
in July 2014 emphasises the need for high
quality skills in the workplace. While two-thirds
(69%) of employers rate their employees’ skills
as good, they are aware of weaknesses in
core competences such as literacy (54%) and
numeracy (53%).
Firms are also conscious of the supply of
skilled people needed as the economy grows,
with 23% “unconfident”, saying they cannot fill
key roles. The survey also showed that
business leaders believe there is a need for
more apprentices and young people with
advanced and higher vocational skills:
• They anticipate overall growth in demand for
leadership and management skills (73%) over
the next 3-5 years with 71% predicting growth
in the need for higher skills.
Chart 3: Employer demand for different
skills levels over the next 3-5 years (%)

• In particular, there are serious concerns
among
employers
about
recruiting
apprentices, graduates and technicians
particularly in scientific or engineering roles.
Other recent research
These findings reflect a growing understanding
of the imperatives; for example, the latest
8
IPPR report, Winning the Global Race , makes
a powerful case for nurturing such skills:
“...winning the global race will require more
than simply expanding general higher
education; Britain also needs stronger and
better-quality vocational education, coupled
with new business models that make better
use of workplace skills.”
The IPPR
messages:

report

contains

three

core

• Growing demand for technician-level jobs in
industries ranging from digital technology,
advanced manufacturing and construction to
green technology and service sector support is
already considerable and rising fast.
• As the baby-boomers retire, demand for
replacement jobs and skills “will be far greater
than that caused by business growth”.
• Major reports for more than a decade, from
Lord Leitch on UK skills needs to the year
9
2020
and Professor Wolf on vocational
10
education 14-19, to the Richard review of
11
apprenticeships and the Whitehead review of
12
adult vocational qualifications, call for skills
and qualifications to be “employer-designed”
and “labour-market-driven”.

Source : Pearson/CBI Skills Survey 2014

• Demand for higher skills will be particularly
strong in engineering (up 95%), manufacturing
(up 76%) and construction (up 69%).
• Over half of employers (52%) would urge
schools to develop a greater awareness of
working life for 14-19 year olds.

8

IPPR - Winning the global race? Jobs, skills and
the importance of vocational education 2014
9
Lord Leitch - Prosperity for all in the global
economy - world class skills 2006
10
Alison Wolf - Review of Vocational Education
March 2011 DFE
11
Doug Richard - Richard Review of
Apprenticeships 2012 BIS
12
Nigel Whitehead – Review of Adult Vocational
Qualifications in England UKCES 2013
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This evidence is compounded by more recent
evidence on the scale of the skills shortage.
13
Barker (2014)
estimates that 30-40% of
vacancies in areas such as skilled trades and
manufacturing are caused by skill shortages.
14
Humphries (2010) said that “by 2020 the UK
will face a shortage of 3.4 million workers
qualified at level 3”.
The IPPR uses data from the Working Futures
15
dataset, compiled by the UK Commission on
Employment and Skills (UKCES), to predict
net job demand in occupations at different skill
levels by 2022. As expected, this shows a
pronounced increase in the number of
professional jobs (those likely to require
degree-level qualifications). However, it also
projects strong job growth in middle-skill jobs
(those requiring at least Level 3 qualifications)
– an additional 3.6 million by 2022. Notably:

caused by business growth, ‘replacement
demand’ by retirement of existing job-holders):
Chart 4: Where will jobs be created
between 2012 & 2002 (millions of jobs, by
skill level)

7.5
5.6

3.8
1.9
0.
-1.9
Low-skilled
Expansion demand

An additional 500,000 jobs in
construction and building trades”.

High-skilled

Replacement demand

Net demand

“skilled
Source: IPPR, Winning the global race?

An additional 215,000 jobs in “science,
engineering
and
technology
associate
professionals”
(e.g.
technicians
in
pharmaceuticals, digital technology, advanced
manufacturing, green technology, etc.).
Health and social care is projected to be a
particularly important growth area, with
250,000
new
middle-skill,
associate
professional jobs, and more than a million lowskill (level 1 and 2) jobs (a rise of 27%).
The future occupants of these roles will require
good apprenticeships or vocational training.
The chart from IPPR below gives an idea of
the overall number of new jobs being created
at each skill level (‘expansion demand’ is that
13

Baker K (2014) The skills mismatch, London:
Edge Foundation. http://www.edge.co.uk/
media/130721/the_skills_mismatch_march_2014_
final.pdf
14
Humphries C (2010) Technical Skills for the 21st
Centur y: The UK’s Workforce Need for
Technicians, London: Gatsby Foundation
15
Working Futures 2010-2020 – UKCES (U
Warwick)
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Summit proceedings

Setting the scene for the Higher Ambitions
Summit

evidence and to what extent did the idea of an
apprenticeship feature in their thinking?

Setting the scene for the Higher Ambitions
Summit Ian Walsh, Managing Partner at
Boston Consulting Group, spoke of “a
disconnect” between the quality and quantity
of apprenticeships available in England, with
too few available at Level 3 or higher, which
compared
poorly
with
Germany and
Switzerland. There was also a disconnect
between the supply of and demand for skills.
The complexity of the qualification system had
led to confusion in the take-up of
qualifications, he said. “The system has
problems with its reputation.” Pointing to
evidence of how radical change could be
executed, given patience and concerted
action, he said: “Singapore now had a very
highly regarded vocational education system
but this change in public attitude required four
major marketing campaigns.”

In discussion, further concerns were
expressed about the tensions between
complexity and localism, since employers want
training and qualifications that relate to their
needs but, at the same time, want them to
have the general currency that comes with
national standards and recognition. There
were concerns about whether the service
sector
would
even
engage
with
apprenticeships, without considerable state
support, especially those areas with narrow
profit margins.

Ian Walsh made three recommendations,
based on extensive research for the Sutton
Trust published last year, to focus the minds of
Summit participants:





Move to three-year courses with more
support for schools and colleges
Improve the number of good quality
places
–
300,000
Level
3
apprenticeships are needed
Improve oversight of the process

Ben Page, Chief Executive of Ipsos MORI,
reflected on the views of 11 to 16-year-olds
and their parents – in his recent research, only
8% of parents rated careers advice in schools
as good. He asked whether pupils and parents
were getting impartial advice? The importance
of getting parents involved and better informed
featured significantly as the debate developed.
Ben Page said young people thinking of the
future have two worries; those who were going
to university worry about fees and those who
were not going to university worry about being
able to earn money. He asked, were their
ultimate choices really based on rational

One advantage of apprenticeships is that they
can promote social mobility, but there were
concerns that the top-quality apprenticeships
are becoming dominated by the middle class.
Other questions related to SMEs and how they
could find their way through the complexity
and bureaucracy.
One of the greatest issues from the outset of
the summit was around the refusal of
politicians to allow educational ideas to
develop. One participant summed up the
prevalent view of the summit, saying:
“Education strategy flip-flops every four years
with the electoral cycle and there is a need for
political consensus. All parties agree on the
importance of social mobility and vocational
education but we need more cross-party
agreement on policy. Things often go better
when new governments broadly continue
previous trends.”
The Political Response
Ed Miliband MP, Leader of the Opposition
who gave the opening address to the Summit,
announced new-style Technical Degrees,
created jointly by business and universities, as
part of a deal for the “forgotten 50%” of young
people who choose not to follow a traditional
academic route. The degrees would aim to
meet the currently unmet demand for
hundreds of thousands of STEM technicians.

10

"I am clear that the priority for expansion of
university places must be based on
assessment of what Britain, our young people
and our businesses need in the future when
we will compete with the rest of the world on
quality, innovation, science and skills.” Under
a Labour government “university expansion
would be focused on vocational training,” he
said.
He
also
pledged
enhanced
apprenticeships to raise entry numbers at
Level 3 from the current 100,000 to nearer the
Sutton Trust and BCG’s estimate of need at
around 300,000.
“We know other countries do much better than
us,” Ed Miliband told delegates. “In Germany,
there are proper, joined-up qualifications at
every level: pathways on to apprenticeships
and careers. We’ll create a proper route to the
best educational qualifications for all our
young people. We’ll improve the quality of
apprenticeships and give employers real
control over the money used for training so
that the skills young people learn are the skills
that will set them up for a career.”

Ed Miliband, Leader of the opposition

Then- Skills Minister Matthew Hancock MP
argued that the Coalition Government was
already on track to meet demand. Outlining
latest education reforms including Technical
Levels alongside GCSEs and the Technical
Baccalaureate, he said: “Our mission is not
just to get young people into work but to give
them the tools to get on and be masters of
their own fate and not just victims of
circumstance.” He saw...apprenticeships as a
ladder of opportunity with many rungs to the
top that anyone can climb”. Growing success
was already in evidence as 211 FE colleges,

Matthew Hancock MP , Minister for Skills and Enterprise

often in association with universities, were
already offering “technical degrees”.
Whether this symbolised a unity of purpose
across the parties in the way delegates were
calling for was a moot point since, as the latest
CBI/Pearson skills survey discussed at the
summit showed, employers still have a hill to
climb in tackling skills shortages. Rob Wall,
Head of Education and Employment Policy at
the CBI said: “Our skills survey Gateway to
Growth, produced consistent messages –
there is a mismatch between supply and
demand, particularly a lack of high-level skills;
employers anticipate needing more higher and
management skills but are not confident about
finding them, especially STEM skills.” Skills
gaps are increasing and that will be a brake on
recovery. “The UK needs an education and
skills system that is more responsive to
employers,” he said. The CBI supports the
current government reform of apprenticeships
and over half of employers intend to expand
their apprenticeship programme or to get
involved. The services sector has the greatest
potential for growth.
The three measures he regarded as most
important in getting employers involved in
apprenticeships were:




Relevance (called for by 44% of survey
respondents)
Funding reform (34%)
Reduction in bureaucracy (29%)

“It is important that reforms work for
businesses of all sizes and they must be
piloted carefully, concentrating on quality not
quantity. There must be employer ownership.”

11

Joanne Harper, Lesley Davies, Graham Stuart MP (chair), Jeremy Benson and John Spierings

Quality and qualifications are key
determinants of success
Graham Stuart MP, Chair of the Commons
Education Select Committee, opened the first
panel debate at the Summit by outlining the
current state of education which, for decades,
has promoted academic qualifications above
vocational skills and attributes. “This country
has traditionally struggled to give vocational
education the same status as they do in other
countries,” he said.
“We need to avoid portraying vocational
education as second class.” The waste was
apparent in that 31% of young people starting
A-level dropped out. Radical change was
needed on many fronts to promote vocational
options, including measures to improve the
quality of careers advice. Destinations data as
well as qualifications should be included to a
far higher degree in school and college
accountability measures and school and
college governors need to take greater interest
in careers advice. He promised that the Select
Committee would now turn its attention to the
effects of reforms to vocational education
made as a result of the Wolf review of 14-19
vocational qualifications.
Jeremy Benson, Director of Policy at Ofqual,
also took as his starting point the need for a
closer look at qualifications reform. “We have
focused a lot on GCSEs and A-levels, now we
are focusing on vocational qualifications. We

have reviewed the QCF (Qualifications and
Curriculum Framework) and found it focuses
too much on structure rather than quality. Five
significant factors have to be considered in
order to give vocational learning due status:


Qualifications are not an end in
themselves - skills and knowledge
matter most; but some skills are difficult
to assess.



Standards matter; it is important that
employers can trust that vocational
education qualifications are properly
awarded.



The validity of a qualification also
depends
on
the
quality
of
implementation and assessment.



The importance of employers and
whether they trust a qualification in the
long term should not be underestimated,
but this is complicated by the fact that
employers do not all have the same
needs.



Qualifications should be different for
adults and young people; the idea that
one size fits all won’t work. We need to
be responsive to different needs but
must help employers and students
understand the qualifications on offer.

For Dr John Spierings, Executive Officer of
Australia’s Reichstein Foundation, and former

12

higher education and skills adviser to
Australian premier Julia Gillard, giving an
international perspective, a QCF-style support
structure was important but only part of the
picture. Two equally important issues were the
international comparison of performance and
how the qualification system was deployed.
On the first issue, one of the key positive
features of the Australian system was, he said,
that it benchmarks itself against Asian rather
than European economies in the OECD. On
the second, there is a national qualifications
framework for all stakeholders, defining clear
national standards. Training is managed by
unions and employers working together. There
is also a constant focus on tackling
underachievement, he said.
“We have good training schemes that allow
SMEs to participate and that pick up
disadvantaged students.” Nevertheless, the
ultimate aim is high achievement for all and
government changes to employer support
include the removal of financial incentives for
low level training and for those in work. In
consequence, said Dr Spierings, 80% of
employers and 85% of students are satisfied
with their training. Nevertheless, there were
weaknesses – the quality of training depends
on the quality of the enterprise; training is still
seen as a cost rather than investment and
there is “free-riding” by employers who pick-off
trained apprentices. Careers information
advice and guidance (IAG) is an issue, he
added, as is the need to build public support
for higher-level skills.
Lesley Davies, Director of Quality, Standards
and Research at Pearson UK, echoed the
quality issues raised by Jeremy Benson and
the need to keep a close eye on the
international scene suggested by Dr Spierings.
There were, she said, four pillars to vocational
qualifications that need to be all the same in
height and weighting:


Broad recognition – Qualifications
must be nationally and internationally
recognised; they are not an end point
but a progression route to open doors
and offer career pathways. For
vocational qualifications to offer

mobility, they must be nationally
recognised and have portability.


Excellence in delivery – we have
teachers who are dual professionals,
especially post-16, so young people
get the relevant knowledge and skills.
Professional development (CPD) is
important for teachers because
industry and technology changes and
we need to keep up; we need to
understand and use the power of
technology.



Employer engagement – employers
should get involved in supporting the
agenda and the delivery; we need to
get business to offer jobs, work
experience and CPD.

Joanne Harper, head of UTC Reading, spoke
of “a common misconception about who
vocational qualifications are for” and the
consequent failure to get things right for the
learners. “We need to look at careers advice;
we need to see BTEC as a route to university;
we need a mix of vocational and academic,
employers tell us that is what they want.” Get it
right at school and employers will respond,
she said. “Employers now come to us and say
they want to be involved because we have
made it straightforward. We’ve got involved in
projects with employer-mentoring to develop
project management skills. When choosing
BTECs make sure the units are relevant to
employers in your area. Students get to know
local companies, which in itself is a good way
of getting careers advice.”
As a result, employers are delivering skills
sessions. “Students also have professional
qualifications as part of their BTEC
qualifications,” she said. “This puts vocational
qualifications on a par with the academic
route.” For UTC Reading, if not all schools and
colleges, two big questions prevail: how to get
universities to accept a mix of vocational and
academic qualifications and how to we get
students ready for the workplace.
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Andreas Schleicher, OECD
Andreas Schleicher, Director of Education and
Skills at the OECD, reminded delegates that it
was important not to confuse quality with skills.
“Degrees don’t mean everything. The UK has
unemployed graduates while employers can’t
find the skills they need. We need people for
what they can do rather than what they know.
How do you make skills everybody’s
business? Who benefits and who pays?” he
asked. Nevertheless, as learning became
more directed at employer needs, learner’s
wider needs were still paramount. “We are
moving from stacking-up qualifications to
skills-orientated learning, often gained in the
workplace but not accounted for in
qualifications, so it is hard for people to move
on.”

Andreas Schleicher, OECD
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Claire Paul, David Keeling, Chris Husbands (chair), Frank McLoughlin and Andrea Bodner

Employer engagement – Can we have real
apprenticeships for all?

much a key to social mobility as degrees. She
described how the dual system in Germany

Debates at the two-day Summit focused on
the
question:
“Can
we
have
real
apprenticeships for all?” For Chris Husbands,
Professor of Education at the Institute of
Education, chairing a debate on employer
engagement, this raised more fundamental
questions of aspiration and mobility – if one of
the reasons for supporting apprenticeships is
to support social mobility, it was essential to
ask what was meant by it. There were different
ways of understanding social mobility, he said,
using images such as “levelling the playing
field”, “snakes and ladders” or an “escalator for
all”. All have varying aims and lead to different
outcomes.

works for her company, where apprentices
spend one-third of their time in vocational
school and two-thirds with the company. The
final qualification consists of a company
certificate, describing what they have done in
work, and examination certificates gained at
the vocational school and awarded by the
Chamber of Commerce.

However, while there were differing opinions
about what social mobility really is, a
consensus emerged in discussion that
apprenticeships
and
good
vocational
education
must
offer
young
people
progression routes to reach the highest levels
of achievement of which they are capable –
including up to degree level – to gain high
quality jobs and a good level of income. It was
understood too that young people and their
parents
wouldn’t
take
apprenticeships
seriously unless they saw the possibility of
good progression routes. Similar issues
prompted Ed Miliband to use the Summit to
launch Labour’s plans for Technical Degrees,
as an alternative to traditional degrees, on
equal footing with traditional BA academic
degrees.
Andrea Bodner, training manager at Webasto
(a German company with 10,000 employees
worldwide), said apprenticeships were as

Her company pays approximately 75% of the
total cost, which includes salary and companybased education and training. “The motivation
for the company is that they always have
enough well educated and trained employees,”
she said. Staff loyalty leads to low staff
recruitment costs, while the commitment to
apprentices “fulfils an obligation for social
responsibility.” Apprentices are recruited
through open days for parents and pupils,
recruitment fairs and co-operation with
selected schools. Last year, Webasto had 200
applications for 20 places and candidates
have to take a test, undergo interviews and
give a PowerPoint presentation on why they
want the apprenticeship. Nevertheless, there
are external challenges as a decline in the
number of young people and growth in
university graduates leaves all companies
fighting for the most suitable trainees.
Stark differences are revealed in the UK,
where Department for Business, Innovation
and Skills research discussed at the Summit
shows just one in five companies take at least
one apprentice compared with 51% in
Germany. Frank McLoughlin, Principal of
City and Islington College and Chair of the
Commission of Inquiry into Adult Vocational
Teaching and Learning (CAVTL) said:
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“Despite all our efforts, less than 4% of young
people in London were on the apprenticeship
route last year, so vocational education is the
route most young people take”. While every
effort was being made to convince more
employers to offer apprenticeships, the college
or independent training provider route to
qualifying had to be a focus for promoting
social mobility and this required far greater
employer engagement. He identified four
characteristics of good vocational education:





A clear line of sight to work on all
vocational programmes
Dual professionalism of all teachers
and trainers
Access to industry standard facilities
and equipment and
Escalators to high-level vocational
training

He stressed the need for more two-year
HNC/HND programmes but said that, under
the UK funding system, when colleges and
providers created courses they looked to the
Skills Funding Agency, Ofsted and other
national organisations before looking at what
the local employers and young people hoping
for jobs needed. “We need to put employers
back at the centre with businesses helping to
deliver courses. This will put a big demand on
the leadership and management of providers
who will have to build bridges with the outside
world and work more locally with employers.”
Ways in which employers themselves can take
the initiative for greater engagement were
described by David Keeling, Chief Operating
Officer for the small IT company Bango which
enables people to buy digital content for
mobile phones via their phone bill. Bango is
working with Cambridge Regional College to
build up training schemes to take apprentices
from Level 2 learning into an apprenticeship
and on to Foundation Degrees. “Nearly 10% of
employees are apprentices; we have an
assessment day for recruitment and we look at
exam results and also mindset, eagerness to
learn and motives for becoming an
apprentice.” Apprenticeships are becoming a
core part of the company’s activity; senior
technical people are recruited with mentoring

apprentices as part of their job description.
Bango is also part of the Government’s
Trailblazer Apprenticeship pilots and, so far,
they have had no drop-outs.
A pressing question was: “How long should an
apprenticeship take? Should the norm be
around three years as in Germany? Claire
Paul, Head of Entry Level Talent at the BBC,
described how the corporation had shifted
focus from graduate entry to apprenticeships
with remarkable success at every level up to
higher apprenticeships. While degree level
apprenticeships took at least three years,
creative apprenticeships could be completed
in one year, she said. “It depends on the
complexity of the job and the nature of the
environment.”
The media is oversupplied with applicants for
training places; Alan Milburn’s Child Poverty
Commission report found that it is the most
socially exclusive profession in the UK. The
existence of the licence fee means that
everyone has the right to have a chance of
working at the BBC and the BBC needs a
range of people, said Claire Paul. “We are
looking for non-graduate talent and looking to
grow our own employability skills. This is a
high graduate intake industry but apprentices
are not a second tier of the workforce.” To
design its own qualifications, the BBC is
working with Channel 4, ITV, other companies
and universities to create a degree for
broadcasting engineers; and working with Sky
and others on journalism apprenticeships.
High-quality experience is very important.
“Qualifications must be portable so we need to
get a range of companies involved in the
design,” she said. “We have to look at how to
work with the funding system and Ofsted. In
terms of social inclusion, we are trying to avoid
taking people who would, and should, have
gone to university.” The BBC is looking for raw
talent so it has started new ways of recruiting
by encouraging people to send in their own
local stories using social media and by
introducing a pre-apprenticeship trainee
programme which will lead to interviews for the
main apprenticeship programme.
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Nick Wilkinson, Mohsen Ojja, Conor Ryan (chair), Tami McCrone and Ursula Renold

Overcoming resistance and changing
attitudes
If you want to change attitudes to
apprenticeships, it has to be a long-term
policy. Professor Ursula Reynold, Head of
Research Centre, Swiss Federal Institute of
Technology, described the apprenticeship
crisis that occurred in Switzerland in the 1990s
and the development of a long-term strategy to
deal with it. This consisted of:









Monitoring the apprenticeship market
Creating a professional baccalaureate
with progression to university
Invention of universities of applied
sciences and arts
Reform of the commercial employee
apprenticeship
Legislative reform to ensure equal
recognition of vocational education as
now part of the constitution
Integration of occupational fields and
A long-term research strategy e.g.
cost-benefit analysis

An apprenticeship is now regarded as having
high added value because it gives entry to the
labour market and to higher education; it pays
off for companies which get back more than
they pay in by having stable workforces and
trained workers; and the government spends
less because schools and colleges don’t have
to be equipped with hi-tech kit. The
apprenticeship market is now going back up

but it has taken 10-20 years. This
improvement is the result of a three-way
partnership
between
the
professional
associations and companies, the cantons
(which run the schools and colleges) and the
federal government, which acts as the coordinator. However, Professor Reynold
warned her British audience that the European
tradition of negotiation has made it easier to
create such a collegiate solution between all
interests than it would be in the AngloSaxon/US model of a liberal market economy.
Tami McCrone, Senior Research manager at
the NFER, pointed out that we need to
improve the careers advice that young people
get; it has to be practical and give an honest
description of what to expect in study and the
workplace. She emphasised that we should be
talking to young people about routes to the
world of work rather than the vocational
academic divide. “Parents are the main
influence on young people’s career decisions
and, as such, we should get them more
involved in Information Advice and Guidance
and the options available.” But the young are
also influenced by their school and by any
contacts with employers, such as work
experience. When considering future courses,
the information that young people value is:




The content of the course – what they
will learn about
Progression opportunities
The learning style or method
(including the difference between
practical and applied)
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The practicalities of study such as
costs, travel and where they will learn
“We also need to think about how they receive
their careers advice,” she said. It should be:






paid while she learns and will complete her
training with no debts.

Tailored to the individual with some
one-to-one advice
Well informed, comprehensive and
impartial
Timely, starting early enough to taking
into account key transition points
Providing information from employers
and current apprentices
In a variety of formats, such as talks,
leaflets, visits and information via the
internet

Mohsen Ojja, Associate Principal of Ark
Globe Academy, described how the academy,
which has contacts with the City of London, is
creating its own bespoke “apprenticeships”
through Ark’s links with business and in a
consortium with two other schools. The aim is
to provide a meaningful Level 3 experience for
those students not progressing straight to
university. The apprenticeship consists of a
core Level 3 qualification (BTEC business), a
work
readiness
programme
involving
internships with corporate partners, plus a
recognised
Entry
Level
professional
qualification. This gives the student the
opportunity to progress into recognised
professions and to university and for the
business partners, it helps with their
recruitment programme and fulfils an element
of corporate social responsibility.
Nick Wilkinson is a parent whose daughter
was heading towards university like the rest of
her friends until she changed her mind and
opted for an apprenticeship in accountancy
with a local company. Although dubious at first
he had been won over to apprenticeships by
the benefits he can see that his daughter has
received. These are that she will gain a
professional industry-recognised qualification;
she is also developing her business skills and
workplace experience and has had further
opportunities for personal development not
open to her friends at university. Another
important consideration is that she is being
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No real progress without long-term stability
from politicians
Leading educationists at the Higher Ambitions
Summit called for a cross-party political
consensus aimed at creating a world-class
apprenticeship system they say has eluded
the UK for at least four decades.

Prof. Alison Wolf, King’s College

Alison Wolf, Professor of Public Sector
Management at King’s College, London, said
the priority had to start by addressing labour
market needs: “It’s the labour market context
in which policy is being made and will
determine what will be achieved.
The single most important thing going on in
education now is the apprenticeship reform
programme. It is so important that it’s not
constantly changed and has a chance to bed
down.” Major changes in the labour market,
including the disappearance of old-style youth
employment, have led to the growth in 16 to
18 full-time education and the system needs to
adapt. “It’s pointless to believe that everyone
can have a manufacturing apprenticeship if
only we could get ourselves together because
manufacturing is shrinking fast. The growth
areas are in care assistants and retail.”

Sir Michael Barber endorsed much of what
Professor Wolf had said and called for a
sustained cross-party approach rooted in
efforts to increase social mobility. “Could we
not get a 10-year agenda to really build on
what has been started? It’s about social
mobility since skills are a way to making
successful advances in society,” he said. “It
needs building over a sustained period of five
to ten years at least. We need to think of
apprenticeships as a job with education and
training rather than a course young people
embark on. And we need to radically change
employer attitudes. Simply offering an excuse
that you are a small employer is not good
enough.”
To succeed, however, apprenticeships needed
Rolls Royce-standard facilities, whether in the
workplace, college or training centre and the
employers needed people who were not only a
part of the business but top-class teachers,
trainers and facilitators. In addition, the
awarding bodies needed to pre-empt
government appeals for better assessment by
producing world-class qualifications rather
than waiting to react to government demands.
Pearson is starting to do this by creating a
panel of experts from Singapore, Australia,
Hong Kong, Harvard University and leading
universities and schools in the UK.
“We finally have the opportunity to build on the
process of recent years, to get cross-party
agreement. If we are going to get the culture
change we require, we need to pursue it over
successive generations,” he said.

The apprenticeship system of the 1970s had
been destroyed and replaced by a system of
vocational education orientated not towards
employers but to government programmes. “I
think the current apprenticeship reforms are
right, they return it to employers and
concentrate
on
end-of-apprenticeship
mastering and assessment,” said Professor
Wolf.
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Annex

Research and other evidence presented to the Higher Ambitions Summit How do business
leaders see the situation?
The 2014 Pearson/CBI skills survey showed that two-thirds (69%) of employers rate their employees
skills as good. However:

•

They are aware of weaknesses in core competences: literacy (54%), numeracy (53%), IT
(61%).

•

They anticipate overall growth in demand for leadership and management skills (73%)
over the next 3-5 years with 71% predicting growth in the need for higher skills.

•

Demand for low-skilled employees will rise by 5% and there will be tough competition for
jobs in this group.

•

Demand for higher skills will be particularly strong in engineering (up 95%),
manufacturing (up 76%) and construction (up 69%).

•

There is serious concern over insufficient supply of skilled people to sustain recovery as
the economy grows, with a balance of 23% “unconfident”, saying they cannot fill key
roles.

•

Lack of confidence applies across firms of all sizes in all four nations of the UK and all
business sectors.

Science, Technology, Engineering and Maths (STEM) skills shortages
Widespread concern is expressed in the CBI survey about the continuing STEM skill shortage,
particularly in construction, over the next three years, with firms facing difficulties recruiting
technicians (48%), graduates (37%) and people to train as apprentices (36%). The issue over
apprentices is particularly acute, says the CBI annual survey report:
“To fire interest in young people studying STEM subjects and pursuing STEM careers,
businesses recognise that they have a key role in engaging with schools (57%) and offering
more STEM-based apprenticeships (57%). They also see the need to work with universities
to ensure the business relevance of courses.”
16

While the most recent BIS statistics suggest only 8-10% of firms nationwide are involved in
apprenticeships, the CBI survey nevertheless suggests a surge of interest in participating, with a
predicted two-thirds increase among firms surveyed. Also, two-thirds of those already involved are
planning expansions, with habits spreading to new sectors, such as professional services.
The survey also reveals evidence that greater action by schools to prepare young people for
apprenticeships – better careers advice and more appropriate vocational studies – would encourage
many more SMEs to participate.
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BIS Research paper number 161: Employer routed Funding, March 2014
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Attitudes towards work-based learning and apprenticeships

There is agreement on all sides that filling these skills gaps cannot be met by educational institutions
alone. Apprenticeships, which combine workplace training with appropriate education, are the
commonly agreed means of getting young people into productive work and, in some cases, of
improving the skills of older workers. There has been growing emphasis on increasing the number of
good quality apprenticeships in recent years, but are these apprenticeships meeting industry’s
demand for skilled workers, and are the apprenticeships we have at the right level?
Before looking at the current state of vocational education in school and the workplace, new polling
17
for the Sutton Trust asked teachers, parents and pupils how they view the world of workplace
learning and apprenticeships.
Unrealised Ambitions
A picture of low esteem, lack of progression and complexity in the world of vocational qualification
leaves pupils, parents, teachers and employers confused. Many young people, their parents and
teachers regard the ‘A-levels followed by university’ route as the preferred option, despite just over
half of 11-16 year olds thinking that they might be interested in an apprenticeship, according to the
Ipsos MORI Young People’s Omnibus Survey:
Chart 2: Ipsos MORI YPO question “Thinking ahead to when you leave school, if an
apprenticeship were available for a job that you wanted to do, how interested would you be in
doing an Apprenticeship rather than going to university?”

40%

30%

20%

10%

0%
Very
Fairly
Not very Not at all
interested interested interested interested

Don't
know

Not stated

Base: 2796 secondary school pupils aged 11-16.
Also, despite the level of interest even among the youngest in the Ipsos MORI poll – where 2,796
interviews were conducted among school children aged 11-16 in England and Wales – they received
surprisingly little information about apprenticeships provided by their teachers in school.
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Ipsos MORI Young People’s Omnibus Survey 2014
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Chart 3: Ipsos MORI YPO question “Have your teachers ever discussed the idea of
Apprenticeships with you in school?”
50%

38%

25%

13%

0%
Yes

No

Don't know

Not stated

Base: 2796 secondary school pupils aged 11-16.
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Britain Thinks research for Pearson gives an insight into how vocational qualifications in general,
and BTECs in particular, are viewed by key audiences. Although many parents are worried that the
increase in numbers of young people going to university has devalued the degree in the jobs market,
the research showed that they and their children believe there is no other route into well paid
employment.
“For many jobs these days, employers won’t look twice at you if you haven’t been to uni”
[Parent]
Students say they lack information about other options and are often influenced in their choice by
school, family and peers:
“I think mostly I base my decisions on my older brother and his friends and what they have
done…And my mum will just tell me too.”
“When you talk to most people they went to sixth form and studied A-levels so I guess that’s
just what we’ve been brought up knowing about….and when you’re talking about it with your
friendship group you’ll say ‘what do you think you’ll take at A-level?’, you don’t ever really
mention BTECs.”
[Prospective A-Level students.]
For young people who have not yet chosen a career path, A-levels and university seem to offer them
transferable skills that will not close down their options too quickly.
“It’s a big choice to make when you’re 15…I think it’s quite scary because you could pick the
completely wrong path”, but “A-levels aren’t stuck to one subject” [Prospective A-Level
student].
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Pearson – Britain Thinks
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Teachers feel under pressure to guide students into A-levels as the reputation of the school and its
position in the league tables depends on attracting and keeping the academically most able and
sending them to university. Although the vast majority of teachers think more apprenticeships should
be available at A Level standard or higher, only one in four teachers (26%) thought there were nearly
enough apprenticeships available for young people at this level. 65% said they would rarely or never
advise a student to take one if they had the grades for university, according to the NFER teachers
19
survey.
Chart 4: NFER Teacher Omnibus question “With apprenticeships, young people do a mix of
work-based training and study in college to gain accredited qualifications. To what extent, do
you think there enough apprenticeship opportunities at A-level standard or higher for young
people today?”

Don't
know
13%
Not at all
23%

To some
extent
24%

To a great
extent
2%

To little
extent
38%

Base: 561. Due to rounding percentages may not sum to 100. The percentages are weighted by FSM
rates for secondary schools.

“I’ve been through this already with my daughter at her school and they told us don’t even
consider anything else, she should do A-levels” [Parent].
“The school’s aim is for the brightest kids to stay and do A-levels and the others to go away to
college” [Teacher].
Since the Wolf Report found that many of the vocational qualifications taught in schools were not
valued by employers, large numbers of them have been withdrawn from the curriculum. And with
changes in the exams system and accountability measures, many schools are cutting back on the
variety of subjects they offer of this type.
“We’ve really tried to recruit the higher end students this year because previously we’ve lost
lots of them. We’re in the top 25% in the country but now we’ve had to do a real push
because the BTECs didn’t count in the league tables. So we’ve stopped doing so many
BTECs and now only do health and social care” [Teacher].
Vocational qualifications can carry less prestige than GCSEs and A-levels, and are sometimes poorly
understood. Many parents and young people are surprised that they can be taken at many levels:
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NFER Teacher Voice omnibus survey, March 2014
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“I can imagine they would be less good in school. And less motivated and stuff… If you get
kicked out of school you can’t do A-levels and have to go and do an apprenticeship”
[Prospective A-Level student].
“If I thought that my child was academically-bright then, to be honest, I wouldn’t encourage
her to do a vocational subject. But because she isn’t academically bright I do encourage her
to. If she were I would probably feel like she was wasting her talents” [Parent].
But the picture is not wholly negative. Young people who have chosen the vocational route often have
a strong commitment to a particular area of employment;
“We had a day in school when different companies came and talked about what different
things we could do. Loads of them do apprenticeships too…I saw an ICT apprenticeship and
thought I might like to do that”; “I have my future quite well planned out. I’m into horses at the
moment so I want to go to college to get an equine degree” [Prospective Vocational students].
Teachers of vocational courses also see the advantages of opening up new routes.
“Fantastic progression. For some of my girls, they would never have aspired to go to
university and now they go for nursing or something like that. Or they go straight into a job…it
might not be university but for them if they can hold a job down that’s progression and they
would never have had that [without vocational education]” [Teacher].

Chart 5: NFER Teacher Omnibus question “Would you advise a high-achieving student to opt for
an apprenticeship if they had the grades to go to university?”
Always
2%
Don't
know
22%

Usually
11%

Never
6%

Rarely
59%

Base: 561. Due to rounding percentages may not sum to 100. The percentages are weighted by FSM
rates for secondary schools.
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What the vocational learner thinks
20

Vocational learners at a My Higher Ambitions event organised by Pearson with Barking and
Dagenham College were aware of the employability skills they needed, such as:
“Confidence, knowledge, punctuality and attendance, professionalism, ‘look the part’, qualifications”
“You get life skills from vocational education. If you can’t talk to people and you can’t communicate
then you won’t get a job”
“Doing an NVQ qualification gives you more confidence and technical experience”
“Some people will value that you’ve got a lot of experience from your BTEC”
They feel that the practical approach is more suited to their aptitudes and that vocational qualifications
or an apprenticeship are a more secure route to employment or further training than A Levels;
“It’s a good balance between theory and practical learning”
“It will help me get a job in the industry I’m interested in”
They could see a range of routes opening up in front of them and are often ambitious, wanting to get
promotions, go to university, or to run their own business:
“Our teachers are good at making us aware of our options – you can get a job, or an
apprenticeship, or go to uni from level 3”: “To progress my skills from being a painter and a
decorator to being an architect:, “To get an apprenticeship and work with a big firm for 10-15
years to get some experience. Then to set up my own company”: “To get into level three and
then become a site manager or a surveyor” or “To join a firm and work my way up to
supervisor. I’d like to do a degree in business later.”
Nevertheless, they feel that their positive views are not always shared, even amongst employers.
There are the really supportive employers:
“I can think of example where BTEC would be better to an employer than A levels. Take
event management – if you’ve got experience, like we have (for example we had to organize
an event, we learnt things like teamwork, got some practical experience of organizing an
event) and you’ve got skills in this area, that’s what companies are looking for.”
Too often there are, however, the negative employers:
“Let me give you an example – my friend had Level 3 accounting and got work experience at
an accountancy firm. When it came to getting a job, even though he’d been there for a while,
he lost out to someone with A-levels even though they’d never worked there before.”.

Nor did they have confidence in politicians to appreciate what vocational education could do for
people:
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Pearson with Barking and Dagenham College event, My Higher Ambitions
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“Politicians live in a closed off world and don’t understand [the importance of] vocational
education” and “look down on people who study vocational education courses.”
And they do not feel that this situation is likely to improve in the future:
“Nothing will be done about changing the perceptions of vocational education.”
Two thirds of apprenticeships for young people are currently at level 2, and only a third are at level 3
or higher. Yet almost two thirds (63%) of people believe that most apprenticeships should be at level
3 or higher, as is the norm in countries with the best apprenticeship systems.
21

In a poll of adults in England aged 16-75 for the Sutton Trust by Ipsos MORI, , there was majority
support for designing most apprenticeships to meet Level 3 or higher, with 63% agreeing that this
should be the norm. Four in ten (41%) chose A Level /GNVQ Advanced Level (Level 3) as the desired
level. Just a quarter (24%) thought they should be designed to meet GCSE/O Level (Level 2)
standard, but a fifth (20%) thought they should be designed to meet the same level as a Bachelor’s
Degree/HNC/HND (Level 4) or higher.
Chart 6: Ipsos MORI iOmnibus question “As you may know, apprenticeships are set to require
similar standards as an academic qualification. What qualification standard do you think most
apprenticeships should be designed to meet?”
Below
level 2
4%

None of
the
above
1%
Level 4+
24%

Level 2
26%

Level 3
45%

Young people aged 16-24 (47%) and those aged 45-54 (48%) were most supportive of Level 3
apprenticeships, but no group fell below 36%. Those aged 16-44 were significantly more likely than
those aged 45-75 to believe that apprenticeships should be set at Level 4. Among those aged 16-44,
percentages for those selecting this level ranged between 24% (35-44) and 28% (25-34).
22

Adults in social classes A/B and C1 were significantly more likely to be committed to setting
apprenticeships at Level 3 (47% and 45%) whereas classes C2 (35%), and D/E (37%) showed a
lower level of support for setting apprenticeships at such a level.
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Sutton Trust Polling, Ipsos MORI 2014. Of the 1,728 adults, 455 were parents of any child aged 0-19. Of the total sample,
285 were aged 16-24, 313 aged 25-34, 312 aged 35-44, 311 aged 45-54 and 507 aged 55-75. Meanwhile, 453 adults fell into
social grade category AB, 471 C1, 383 C2 and 421 DE.
22
This refers to the British National Readership Survey social grading system: http://www.ipsosmori.com/DownloadPublication/1285_MediaCT_thoughtpiece_Social_Grade_July09_V3_WEB.pdf
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The current state of vocational education

Problems with the current state of vocational education in schools
Prime Minister, David Cameron, wants everyone to have the opportunity to enter an apprenticeship or
university after school, which means considerably raising the esteem for vocational courses.
Currently, more than half of all young people study vocational education at some time between 14
and 19 but most of this is held in low esteem and doesn’t provide future career opportunities.
The Wolf review said a third to a quarter of young people (350,000 a year) were offered poor quality
qualifications which are neither valued by employers nor decent preparation for work or further study.
In response to the Wolf recommendations the Government removed 97% of non-GCSE awards from
the list counting toward school and college performance tables.
Other actions in line with the Wolf recommendations include measures to make sure non-GCSE
awards are rigorously assessed and graded, and to replace “skill-specific” qualifications with those
containing “appropriate” vocational work, developed in partnership with employers.
From 3,175 awards available at 14-16 there are now just 186 and awarding bodies are required to
make sure they meet industry needs while demonstrating “rigour and quality”.
In a further move to ratchet-up standards of achievement, new externally assessed Technical Awards
come in for 14 to 16-year-olds from September 2015. Young people will be able to study three Tech
Awards alongside five core GCSEs to ensure a strong grounding in English, maths and a vocational
option.
From 16 to 19 students can take Tech Levels alongside or in place of A-levels as part of a Tech Bacc
which will also include an extended maths qualification (Level 3) and a research project. The Tech
Level sits alongside a new ‘Applied General’ vocational qualification at level 3.
In addition, the Government announced the SVQ (Substantial Vocation Qualification) at Level 2 for
pupils and students seeking entry to a more basic level of skill or trade.
Matthew Hancock, minister for skills and enterprise, said all the qualifications
partnership with employers to produce a simple system:

•
•
•
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were to be designed in

GCSEs and Technical Awards at 16
A-levels and Tech Levels (occupational) with Tech Bacc option at 18
Apprenticeships from 16 which will be paid jobs lasting at least 12 months, with meaningful
training that is assessed

A central aim is also to break the cycle of underachievement in some of the key skills. The OECD has
pointed to the UK slipping down the international league tables for literacy and numeracy, as less than
one in ten pupils who fail to achieve a C in maths or English at 16 do so at 19.
Problems with the current system are well documented by the Review of Adult Vocational
Qualifications in England, led by Nigel Whitehead, UKCES Commissioner and Group Managing
Director, BAE Systems plc. The current system had much to commend it, it says. Some (mostly large)
23

Matthew Hancock announcement on Tech Bacc April 2013
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employers feel the vocational qualifications cover their employee skills needs flexibly without requiring
too much time away from the job. Awarding bodies and training providers were able to collect and act
on progression data to improve their offer and QCF level descriptions and credit values helped align
vocational qualifications across the UK and Europe, encouraging labour mobility.
“However, many employers (especially smaller employers) fail to engage with the vocational
qualifications system. Only 28% of businesses trained staff using vocational qualifications in
the year before the survey. This drops to just 16% of businesses with 2-4 employees, a
symptom of the inaccessibility of the system to the smallest businesses. The complex, overprescribed system is a barrier to many employers and does not, even with the help of
significant levels of public funding, generate vocational qualifications that are valued widely or
seen as a signal of marketable skills.”
In the world of work, the vocational qualifications map is even more crowded and confusing than in
schools and colleges, with 19,000 regulated qualifications from 176 awarding organisations, many of
which have very limited take-up. Some 1,780 qualifications account for 90% of achievement.
The privately funded market is significantly larger than the public market. The last UK Commission for
24
Employment and Skills (UKCES) survey suggests that employers spent £40.5bn on training, while
the public investment through the Skills Funding Agency (SFA) was £2.7bn. Only 7% of privately
funded qualifications were delivered by FE colleges.
Moreover, as the Whitehead review point out, there is weak accountability in the qualifications system
and no requirement on awarding bodies to provide information on value added, or to be consistent in
approach with other awarding organisations.
“As a result, there is limited information to help training providers, employers or individuals to
choose between awarding organisations. This problem is compounded by the number of
recognised awarding organisations and regulated vocational qualifications.”
Figures from the 2011 Census show that around half of the UK working age population (16-64) has
lower than Level 3 qualifications. The most recent reliable data available on the proportion of
25
employers offering apprenticeships, from the 2012 UKCES Employer Perspectives Survey shows
that only 15% of the 15,000 employers surveyed offered apprenticeships, compared with 51% in
Germany (based on the 2012 EU Continual Vocational Training Survey).The average time spent on
an apprenticeship in the UK was 12 months (though it is slightly higher for young people), compared
with three years in Germany.
The Pearson/CBI skills survey report says employers need better vocational qualifications:
To drive forward employer ownership of the skills agenda, the CBI says that qualification design must
be based on employer needs and industry standards. This is a leading priority for 84% of companies
surveyed and “the” priority for 54%. Leading priorities for action to promote expansion of
apprenticeships also include “more relevant qualification programmes (44%), more control routing
grants directly to employers (34%) and reduction in bureaucracy (31%).
Qualifications at all levels need to be “comparable and readily understood by employers”; currently
85% know little or nothing about the new vocational qualifications – the new Tech Level and the
Applied General Qualification.
24
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UKCES Annual Employer Skills Survey 2013
UKCES Employer Perspectives Survey 2012
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A degree in a STEM subject is seen as a clear advantage, with 48% saying they prefer graduates in
these subjects, while 65% want qualification design to be led by employer partnerships.
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Current state of apprenticeships

Apprenticeships are available at three Levels

•
•
•

‘Intermediate’ apprenticeships are the lowest Level – equivalent to five GCSEs
‘Advanced’ apprenticeships are equivalent to two A-Levels
‘Higher’ apprenticeships are equivalent to NVQ Level 4

In a recent speech, the Skills Minister, Matthew Hancock, said: “The proportion of 16 to 18
apprenticeships is rising, and the fastest growth is in higher level apprenticeships, preparing young
26
people to become the next generation of pilots, accountants and space engineers.” However, these
figures show that the proportion of 16-18 year olds starting higher level apprenticeships is vanishingly
small (less than 1%, representing a total of only 600 people).
It is also the case that much of the record increase in apprenticeship numbers publicised in the early
days of the Coalition Government included too many inadequate programmes of short duration. After
a performance review of apprenticeships by the Skills Funding Agency (SFA), it was agreed that
anything less than 12 months would be deemed “inadequate”. Also, new criteria required
apprenticeships to be graded, not just ranked as pass or fail, and a new category of Traineeship was
created to recognise the need for shorter, low-level preparatory courses, distancing them from the
“apprenticeship” badge.
Apprenticeship starts in 2012/13
Evidence in the BCG/Sutton Trust research showed that, in order to tackle significant skills shortages,
the UK needs to create between 150,000 and 300,000 quality apprenticeships (level 3 or higher) each
year. These should be a mix of new jobs for young people aged 16-24 who are at school, college or
entering the labour market, and be offered directly by employers or be innovative apprenticeships
linked to small firms and training providers. But of the 240,000 new apprenticeships created in the two
years to 2012 58% were low level (Level 2 – GCSE standard) and 75% went to people aged over 25,
many of whom were likely already employed. The picture has since improved but only slightly: the
proportion over 25 is still much too high and there is still a significant push needed into the higher
apprenticeship market, as the following data illustrates:
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•

Official figures from the Skills Funding Agency (SFA) show 510,200 apprenticeship starts in
England in 2012/13 (up 12% from 457,200 in 2011/12).

•

Almost half (230,000; 45%) were 25 or over and likely to be already employed; 32%
(165,000) of starters were 19-24; and only 22% (115,000) under 19.

•

The vast majority (70.6%) of 16-18 year olds starting apprenticeships in 2012/13 were on
Level 2, with only 28.9% starting on Level 3 and less than 1% starting Higher
apprenticeships (Level 4 and above).

•

This is a slight improvement on 2011/12, representing a 2.6 percentage point increase in the
proportion of young people starting advanced apprenticeships and a 2.9 percentage point
decline in the proportion undertaking apprenticeships at the lowest level.

•

The figures show that the proportions starting courses above Level 2 are higher for older
apprentices, with 38.7 and 48.0% of 19-24 and 25+ apprentices starting Advanced courses
(respectively) in 2012/13.

Matthew Hancock speech on higher apprenticeships to Association of Employment and Learning Providers conference 2014
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•

The proportions starting apprentices at the highest ‘Higher’ level are still very small however:
1.5% and 3.0% respectively.

There is further cause for concern over the continued short duration of apprenticeships in the UK
compared with competitor nations. While the Government concluded that beyond 2013 courses
shorter than 12 months should be disqualified as apprenticeships, barely 10 per cent would qualify in
other advanced industrial nations where the average is around three years (see comparison with
Germany, in Chart 7).

Table 1: Number and share of each age group achieving apprenticeships by length 2012/13
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Duration

0-6 months

16-18

7-12 months

1,710 (2.8%) 16,810
(27.6%)

19-24

4,960 (6.3%) 29,640
(37.4%)

25+

All ages

27

5,200 (4.6%) 42,500

13-24

25-36

36+ months

Average

months

months

33,140

5,560 (9.1%) 3,540 (5.8%) 17

(months)

(54.5%)

38,580

4,850 (6.1%) 1,280 (1.6%) 14

(48.7%)

61,030

3,820 (3.4%) 260 (0.2%)

(37.7%)

(54.1%)

11,860

88,950

132,750

14,230

(4.7%)

(35.2%)

(52.5%)

(5.6%)

13

5,080 (2.0%) 15

Source: Skills Funding Agency FOI request
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Chart 7: Comparison of length and quality of apprenticeships in UK and Germany

Source: BCG/Sutton Trust Real Apprenticeships report

The slow progress in advanced and higher apprenticeships is also reflected in a drop in achievements
last year while the majority of those taking more advanced programmes were 25 or over. At the same
time, numbers of apprenticeship vacancies posted are well below target, with vanishingly small
numbers of higher apprenticeships. A significant decline was seen in new starts for 16-24 year olds,
though this was partly due to the introduction of tougher criteria, particularly over the minimum
duration for apprenticeships.
Apprenticeship achievements in 2012/13

•

SFA figures show 252,900 apprenticeship achievements in 2012/13 (down 2% from 258,400
28
in 2011/12).

•

44.6% of apprenticeship achievers were 25+, 31.4% were 19-24, and 24% were under 19.

Apprenticeship vacancies

•

So far (up to April 2014) in the 2013/14 academic year, 104,130 apprenticeship and
traineeship vacancies have been posted to the government’s Apprenticeship vacancy
website. Of these 1,200 (around 1%) were ‘higher’ level, 16,060 (15%) were ‘advanced’
level, and 83,390 (80%) were ‘intermediate’ level.

Focus on 16-24 year olds

•

280,000 16-24 year olds started apprenticeships in 2012/13 (down 4% from 291,000 in
2011/12).

•

140,000 16-24 year olds achieved apprenticeships in 2012/13 (down 14% from 163,400 in
2011/12).

Table 2: Percentage share of each age group achieving apprenticeships at Intermediate, Advanced,
and Higher levels in 2012/13 (and percentage point change in share from 2011/12)
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Skills Funding Agency ‘Apprenticeship geography, age and level: achievements 2005/05 to 2012/13
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Level

Intermediate

Advanced

Higher

16-18

42,100 [69.2% (-3.3)]

18,600 [30.6% (+3.2)]

100 [0.2% (+0.0)]

19-24

47,700 [60.2% (-3.1)]

30,800 [38.8% (+3.1)]

800 [1.0% (+0.1)]

25+

65,500 [59.0% (-6.2)]

45,700 [35.6 (+6.0)]

600 [0.5% (+0.2)]

All ages

156,300 [61.8% (-4.9])

95,000 [40.5% (+4.8)]

1,600 [0.6% (+0.1)]

Both business and government are concerned that there are not enough people, and particularly
young people, starting and completing apprenticeships, particularly at Level 3 and above. Why has
this situation come about and what can be done to improve it? Despite the reforms so far, there is an
urgent need to look at whether the qualifications meet the needs of industry and how more people can
be recruited into vocational education and training, particularly quality apprenticeships.
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Policy changes and proposals
Both Government and Opposition agree on the importance of improving vocational education and
apprenticeships and there is growing convergence in their approaches.
The Coalition Government
The Richard Review strongly influenced government policy over the reform of apprenticeships. Doug
Richard, entrepreneur, educator and founder of School for Startups, was asked by the Education
Secretary, Michael Gove, and the Business Secretary, Vince Cable, to consider the future of
apprenticeships in England, and to recommend how they can meet the needs of the changing
economy. His recommendations were wholly rooted in an employer-led system. Apprenticeships, he
said, should only be for people who are new to a job or a role that demands “sustained and
substantial training”. The assessment focus should be on “the outcome of an apprenticeship” –
demonstrating what the apprentice can do when they complete their training. Employers should have
flexibility over assessment methods he said but he stressed that “trusted, independent assessment is
key”.
The Review suggests that clearly defined and agreed industry standards should form the basis of
every apprenticeship, with employers and other organisations with relevant industry expertise invited
to design and develop new apprenticeship qualifications for their sectors. And there should be far
greater diversity and innovation in training, with employers and government taking a more active role
in safeguarding quality.
Richard is strong on the core skills question and says all apprentices should reach a good level in
English and maths before they can complete their apprenticeship.
Government funding should create incentives for apprenticeship training, particularly among small to
medium companies and the purchasing power for investing in apprenticeship training should lie with
the employer.
The Government’s policy is that everyone who does not go to university should do an apprenticeship
and that the vocational system must be simplified and led by employers.
29

Apprenticeship Trailblazers are increasingly seen as the missionaries of a new employer-orientated
skills system. Eight have so far created 11 Apprenticeship standards in simple 2-page formats
covering aspects such as duration, entry requirements, academic knowledge and vocational skills. A
further 29 Trailblazers from Accountancy to Travel were announced in March.
There would also be improved information, advice and guidance for young people that would make it
easier to understand what is on offer. Nick Clegg described this as a new UCAS system for 16 yr
olds, “a single website of local college courses, apprenticeships and other work-based programmes,”
30
along with new guidance for schools.
The Government has also renewed its emphasis on developing a high-level technical route at FE-HE.
In his Public Policy Lecture on the future for higher and further education institutions, teachers and
31
students at Cambridge University in April , Vince Cable said that “high-level vocational training has

29
30
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https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/future-of-apprenticeships-in-england-guidance-for-trailblazers
Nick Clegg announcement on UCAS-style website for all sixteen year olds, Feb 2014
Vince Cable – Cambridge lecture - Where next for further and higher education? April 2014
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fallen through the gap between our FE and HE systems and we are way behind where we need to be”
and laid out the strategy in five key areas:

•

•
•

•
•

Creation of National Colleges (as with dedicated engineering college for HS2) now out for
consultation. This is similar to Labour’s policy on Centres of Vocational Excellence (CoVE)
and National Skills Academies.
Supporting higher apprenticeships - £40m already committed
Allowing colleges to run and validate their own qualifications in partnership with employers –
akin to past propositions such as College Diplomas and Graduation Certificates and echoes
of HNC/HND.
More seamless progression from FE to HE
Parity of esteem. The DfE is proposing a common information portal for 16 yr olds and
something similar should be developed for older applicants whether they’re applying for
university or a higher apprenticeship.

Recent performance reports, internationally from the OECD and domestically from Ofsted, suggest
that the skill levels of young people are not improving; hence the current emphasis on English, maths
and employability now evident in Apprenticeship and other programmes. This has led to an argument
around the virtues of functional skills, but the Government has decided that these will be replaced by
the new GCSEs as “the single gold-standard for literacy and numeracy at level 2.”
The Government believes that the cost of apprenticeships should be shared between the employer
and the public purse with the employer able to drive the training market by choosing where to spend
the money. Getting the balance of cost and methods of payment right have been contentious issues
with the Government proposing that employers make an upfront contribution in cash while employers
want the option of making their contribution in kind. BIS-commissioned research has suggested that
there is a ‘tipping point’ at which employers would pull out if contributions were between 20% and
50%, with SMEs being particularly concerned about having to make payments in advance. Two
funding methods are being canvassed: through the PAYE system or through an online Apprenticeship
Credit account.
The Apprenticeship Grant for Employers, which was introduced two years ago to encourage more
employers to take on 16-24 year old apprentices, has been extended to 2016. It gives small
employers (fewer than 1,000 employees) £1,500 for the first ten 16 to 24-year-olds they take on as
apprentices. Evaluation highlighted strong socio-economic benefits to Government, young people
and employers alike and the Chambers of Commerce asked for the two-year extension.
In a Coalition Government we should not expect to see much differentiation between Conservative
and Liberal Democrat policies. However, the Lib Dems claim influence in the £85m extension of
apprenticeship grants to employers, grants for post-graduate-level apprenticeships and
recommendations for the new 16-plus UCAS-style system.
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The role of business in shaping and delivering vocational education

The Labour Party
32

The Labour Party’s Skills Taskforce was chaired by Professor Chris Husbands and its final report
looks at the qualification and skill requirements for young people, and describes those not going to
university as ‘the forgotten 50%’ and “the biggest educational challenge we face”. The Taskforce also
found that “the countries with the lowest youth unemployment rates have the strongest links between
education and work”.
The report offers a five-point new deal for young people:

•
•
•
•
•

High standards and rigour for all.
Clearly signposted routes to success.
Opportunities to experience the world of work.
Strong vocational and academic pathways.
High quality careers information, advice and guidance.

Labour says it would double the number of apprenticeships on offer, strengthen the apprenticeship
route into higher education and maintain the commitment to the jobs guarantee. The Taskforce
argues that, despite the reforms that have so far been instituted, the 14-19 system still falls down in
that “it doesn’t signpost success and it doesn’t provide effective progression for majority of learners”.
Therefore the Report calls for:

•

•
•

•

A National Baccalaureate – “which all young people should undertake” which recognises
learning and progression throughout 14-19. This would be in two versions, a General Bacc or
a Tech Bacc, with a stepping stone Intermediate Bacc for those not yet up to Level 3.
Better information, advice and guidance.
Balanced accountability – with no significant changes to the existing system: “we believe
Labour should seek to avoid further changes to accountability and performance measures
regarding qualifications at KS4 and KS5, in order to allow schools and colleges to plan on
the basis of stability.”
Oversight by Cabinet-level minister with a dedicated portfolio.

The Baccalaureate would provide an exit qualification at 18, akin to the international model, and
would include soft skills and meaningful work experience.
The National Careers Service, Local Enterprise Partnerships (LEPs) and schools would each have
key roles in an improved service with the NCS providing the strategy, the LEPs the link to the local
market and the schools with a statutory duty to track the destinations of their students.
One controversial suggestion is that 10% of funding per pupil could be withheld from schools which
do not successfully progress pupils on to their next step and reallocated to support the Information
Advice and Guidance service for that school.
Consensus on employer ownership
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Labour Party Skills Taskforce Reports Sept 2013, A Revolution in Apprenticeships: A something-for-nothing deal with
employers. March 2014, Qualifications matter: improving the curriculum and assessment for all
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This growing consensus is neatly summarised in the UKCES Whitehead review, published last
November. The Review outlines a seven-point strategy that puts the employer in control of the
vocational education and qualifications system. It says:

1.

Ofqual should require awarding organisations and training providers to engage actively with
employers and involve employers directly in the design of all qualifications at all stages
including curriculum design and delivery; emphasis should be on collective action.

2.

Occupational standards should be designed by industry working with UKCES, without current
levels of prescription. Standards should apply to all adult vocational education,
apprenticeships and Tech-level qualifications. This way, they can be ambitious, open to
innovation and applicable to a wide range of employers.

3.

New design principles should give all qualifications a clear identity and should make the
prescribed unit format and sharing of units optional.

4.

Awarding bodies and training bodies should report the impact on customers to allow
employers to choose which they use, based on individual progression and business
performance for employers.

5.

Ofqual, SFA and UKCES should create a single point of access to different qualification
databases, free of education jargon, to make it easier for employers to use.

6.

Technology offers the opportunity to learn any time anywhere but design and delivery of
vocational awards has not kept pace. Regulation, inspection and funding arrangements
should provide incentives and not inhibit training providers and awarding bodies from using
technology in delivery and assessment of qualifications.

7.

Build on success of Employer Ownership pilots to encourage more leading employers to
work in partnership to deliver rigorous and relevant vocational qualifications.

The vocational qualification system suffers from long-standing perceptions that it is complex, overly
bureaucratic and that it fails to deliver what employers and learners need. The latest plan of
government and the thinking behind Labour’s emerging strategy draws substantially on reviews since
Leitch and, most notably, last year’s Commission on Adult Vocational Teaching and Learning
33
(CAVTL) and the Whitehead Review.
The CAVTL report in particular helped shape the latest policy thinking in order to develop:

•
•
•
•
•
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A focus on enabling learner progression rather than recognition of existing knowledge and
skills.
Direct employer sign-off of qualifications and applying the CAVTL principle of “a clear line of
sight between occupational standards, qualifications and the workplace.”
An assessment model that reflects the nature of what is being assessed and applies best
practice in the industry and is “fit for purpose.”
Qualifications funded only “where these are the best instrument for achieving policy goals.”
A vocational qualifications system that is “employer-designed” and “labour-market-driven.”

Commission on Adult Vocational Teaching and Learning (CAVTL), March 2013
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Key points on which there seems to be a consensus are employer ownership, market alignment,
formality of assessment and all-round simplicity which Government and opposition see as key
features of an improved skills and vocational qualifications system.
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